The assessment of writing ability is notoriously difficult. Different facets of the assessment seem to influence its outcome. Besides the writer's writing proficiency, the topic of the assignment, the features or traits scored (e.g., content or language use) and even the way in which these traits are scored (e.g., holistically or analytically) may contribute to the writer's score. In this article, the effect of these facets is estimated in a generalizability study using variance analytic techniques. A structural equation modeling (SEM) approach is used to estimate the variance components in the writing scores. Eighty-nine grade 6 students (aged 11À12 years) wrote four essays, each of which was scored by five raters using two scoring methods (i.e., holistically and analytically) for two traits (i.e., Content and Organization, and Language Use). Analyses of these ratings showed that the generalizability of writing scores and the effects of raters and topics are very much dependent on the way the essays are scored and the trait that is scored. The overall picture is that writing tasks contribute more to the score variance than raters do.
I Introduction
Within the field of language testing the assessment of speaking and writing proficiency are the most common types of performance-based testing (Swartz et al., 1999) . The tasks used in performance-based tests for speaking and writing are designed with the objective of creating a communicative situation that resembles as closely as possible a communicative situation in a nontesting situation (Bachman et al., 1995; Bachman and Palmer, 1996; Norris et al., 2002) . Just as in a nontesting situation, the speaker=writer has to generate the relevant information, formulate his or her message linguistically, and take into account the characteristics of the audience (listener=reader). As there would seem to be no better 'test' than the actual performance of the intended 'behavior', it is hardly surprising that this type of performance-based assessment is generally considered to be a valid form of speaking or writing assessment; at least, more valid than the use of, for example, highly standardized multiple-choice tests. It is felt that (language) performance comes closer to performance as it would be in a nontest situation, and that inferences made about a person's speaking or writing ability are likely to be more trustworthy (Bachman et al., 1995; Bachman and Palmer, 1996) . However, it seems that a price is paid for these advantages: the complexity and multi-facetedness of performance-based testing introduce multiple sources of error (Shavelson et al., 1993; Parkes, 2000) .
In this article we confine ourselves to the assessment of writing, but similar points can be made for the assessment of speaking (cf. Lee et al., 2002) . In writing assessment numerous sources of variance other than the writing ability of the students contribute to the variance in writing scores. Possible sources of variance are the topic the student writes about (e.g., prescribed or self-chosen), the discourse mode, text type or genre that is required (e.g., description, exposition, narrative or argumentation), the time limits imposed, the writing mode (e.g., paper-and-pencil or text processor), the testing conditions, rater inconsistency, scoring procedure (e.g., holistic or analytic), and traits to be scored (Content, Language Use or Spelling), to name but a few (see also reviews of research by Cooper, 1984; Huot, 1990) . What should be considered a 'source of error' and what not, is of course a theoretical, cognitive-psychological issue. For example, it might be argued that writing a narrative is a different skill from writing a description. Following this line of reasoning, one must argue that the two performances call upon different abilities and that, consequently, scores for a narrative and a description need not necessarily converge. However, in research and assessment, different writing assignments are generally considered to be samples of the same 'universe of admissible observations' and are used to generalize about a person's writing proficiency. When we generalize in this way, we are considering writing ability to be a single ability that we need in order to write both narrative texts and descriptive texts. In this discussion 'reliability and validity are regions on the same continuum' (Marcoulides, 1998: 17) .
The multiple sources of (error) variance in the writing assessment call for an analysis in which the effect of these sources, i.e., facets of the assessment, can be estimated separately. For example, if a writing assessment consists of the evaluation of three essays by two raters, one could estimate the reliability of the overall scores by computing a measure of internal consistency from classical testing theory, such as Cronbach's alpha, for the six scores. However, this would tell us little about the sources of possible error in the measurement (essays, raters or both). We would not know which facets of the assessment contribute substantially to the score variance. Is it the person's writing ability, as it should be, or is it characteristics of the writing task, the rater or an interaction between any of these facets? In generalizability theory (Cronbach et al., 1972; Bolus et al., 1982; Shavelson and Webb, 1991; Brennan, 1992; Marcoulides, 1998) , measurement error is considered to be multifaceted, and any measurement is considered a sample from a universe of admissible observations described by one or more facets. Clearer insight into the amount of variance introduced by the different facets of the measurement may not only improve our knowledge of the construct 'writing proficiency', but also support decision making in the context of large scale assessment. Because the relationship between performance-based assessment and reliability is much more complex than for simpler forms of assessment, it is not necessarily so that more observations lead to a more reliable assessment. It may very much depend on the kind of observations that are made, that is, on the specific combination of sources of error. For example, if an assessment consists of writing several essays and each essay is rated by several independent raters and these raters are rather inconsistent, it may well be that two tasks rated by six raters (i.e., 12 observations) leads to a more reliable assessment than five tasks rated by three raters (i.e., 15 observations). Of course, there are many other considerations that must be taken into account when designing a (writing) assessment, such as testing time available, financial resources and so on. Using many writing assignments puts the burden on the candidate, i.e., the writer, whereas using many raters burdens the evaluator (and probably the financial resources). These kinds of decisions are dependent on the goals and conditions of the assessment, but with detailed information about the effect of different facets of the assessment on the generalizability of the score, the evaluator has a tool to make cost-effective decisions (see, for an example, Parkes, 2000) .
The objective of this study is twofold. First and foremost, we want to study the effect of raters and writing tasks on the generalizability of writing scores and how these effects may depend on the trait that is rated (i.e., Content and Organization or Language Use), and on the way the rating takes place (i.e., holistically or analytically). Secondly, we want to demonstrate the application of structural equation modeling (SEM) to estimate variance components within the context of a generalizability study. SEM has been shown to be a flexible way to estimate variance components for different kinds of designs (Marcoulides, 1990; .
The reliability of writing scores
The assessment of writing proficiency is notoriously difficult and problematic as can be inferred from several studies into the reliability and validity of writing assessment. The two major areas of concern are the rating reliability and the task reliability (cf. Huot, 1990; Kroll, 1998) .
Raters often diverge in their ratings of the same texts and often do not agree with themselves at different points in time (cf. Cooper, 1984) . Training of raters can improve the rating reliability (cf. Weigle, 1994) , as can selecting raters for their expertise (Schoonen et al., 1997) . Nonetheless, trained and expert raters often disagree about the rating of written texts.
Even more problematic than rater reliability is the frequently reported low task reliability, that is, scores for different writing tasks often show moderate or low correlations (Moss et al., 1982; Swartz et al., 1985; Van den Bergh et al., 1988; Lehmann, 1990; Brown et al., 1991; Stevens and Clauser 1996) . Swartz et al. (1985) reported correlations between .54 and .65 between three writing tasks: one expository, one descriptive and one argumentative. These correlations are not very high if one assumes that the three assignments call upon the same writing skills; however, as we just pointed out, this assumption may not be warranted. Low between-task correlations were also reported by Moss and her colleagues; correlations between writing tasks ranged from .30 and .73. Students more or less 'interact' with the writing assignment (compare Boodoo and Garlinghouse, 1983) . Likewise, Stevens and Clauser (1996) found that essay scores are of limited value in predicting the quality of future essay scores. Writing scores at grade 4 (age 9À10 years) did not predict scores at grade 6 very well at all: the average correlation was .241, while language test scores at grade 3 correlated .397 with the same writing scores at grade 6. Stevens and Clauser conclude disappointedly that the writing score variance is mainly unique variance.
The effect of task seems to obscure differences between the various traits that can be rated. The expected divergent validity of scores for different traits derived from one writing sample, and the expected convergent validity of scores for one and the same trait derived from different writing samples is hard to establish (compare Quellmalz et al., 1982; Novak et al., 1996) . Arbitrary features of the writing task seem to have more influence on the scores than the traits that are scored.
These observations concerning task effects in writing assessment are, of course, not new. Godshalk et al. (1966) had already made similar observations in their study, in which students had to write five essays:
. . . if the five topics had been assigned as alternate topics from which one or two could be chosen by students, a student's rating might depend more on which topic he chose than on how well he wrote. (Godshalk et al., 1966: 13) .
During the last decade increasing attention has been paid to the effect of task characteristics on the writing performance of students. Aspects such as topic, rhetorical specifications and background knowledge all seem to have their effect on the writing performance of the writer, and therefore on the score that is awarded to the writing sample. All these task characteristics can be considered facets of the writing assignment, which may affect the writing assessment.
The effects of task and rater are most likely dependent on what has to be scored in a text and how it has to be scored. In other words, trait and scoring procedure will mediate the task and rater effect. By trait, we mean the features of the writing samples that are rated. The writing samples in this study are rated in terms of Content and Organization and Language Use. It may well be that Language Use scores are less dependent on the actual writing task than scores for Content and Organization. It is likely that this latter trait appeals more strongly to the writer's topical knowledge and may therefore be more dependent on the specific features of the writing task, whereas the linguistic skill needed to use language correctly and effectively may show up in every writing task. To what extent rater consistency is dependent on the trait is harder to forecast. Schoonen et al. (1997) showed that inexperienced raters had more problems with rating Language Use reliably than with rating Content and Organization. Consequently, one could expect a higher degree of generalizability across raters in the case of Content and Organization scores than in the case of Language Use scores.
The effect of task and rater will also be mediated by the scoring method used. By 'scoring method' we mean the information and guidelines raters receive for rating the essays. The guidelines not only determine the freedom a rater has to evaluate certain features of a text and the likelihood that a rater may drift away from the intended standards for rating (compare Schoonen et al., 1997) , but they also determine the emphasis certain features of the text receive in the actual scoring. Scoring texts holistically without explicit guidelines will evoke general impression scores in which positive characteristics may compensate for or even outshine weaker characteristics. Because of their limited scope (compare Charney, 1984) , strict and explicit scoring guides, such as instructions to count the number of spelling errors or the number of relevant propositions in a text, may undesirably overemphasize weak or strong aspects of the text. Thus, different scoring methods will not lead to equally valid writing scores (Hudson and Veal, 1981; Moss et al., 1982) . Moss et al. (1982) found that between-task correlations ranged from .41 to .50 when global ratings were used and from .30 to .73 when analytic ratings were used. It is therefore also relevant to take scoring method into consideration when one evaluates the generalizability of scores across tasks and raters.
In this article, two facets of the measurement of writing ability are studied: task and rater. By task we not only mean the topic of the assignment, but also the specification of the communicative situation, including the reason for writing, the goal that needs to be achieved by writing and the intended readers.
1 The effect of rater and task is studied separately for two traits and two scoring methods.
Generalizability of scores
Generalizability theory, which was developed by Cronbach and his colleagues as an extension of the classical testing theory (Cronbach et al., 1972) , describes ways to estimate the size of different sources of (error) variance in multifaceted measurements. As it is not our goal to present an extensive discussion of generalizability theory, the interested reader is referred to Shavelson and Webb (1991) for an introduction or Brennan (1992) for a more elaborate discussion (see also Bolus et al., 1982; Bachman, 1990; Marcoulides, 1998) .
The basic idea behind generalizability theory is that an observed score can be decomposed in terms of effect of the person's ability, effects of facets of the measurement procedure and random error. The effects have the overall population mean (l) as point of reference. For example, in the case of writing assessment of persons (p), with raters (r) and writing tasks (t) as facets, a writing score of person P on task T rated by rater R(X prt ) can be decomposed as:
This implies that the variance in observed scores can be attributed to the same effects: 1 This 'definition' of tasks shows that they themselves are multi-faceted, but for the present we treat them as single faceted. 2 l $ symbolizes the difference with the higher order term (compare Brennan, 1992) ; for example, l t $ is the task effect, that is the difference between the grand mean and the mean for the task (lÀl t ). l prt;e $ is the residual term.
Using variance analytic techniques the size of the variance components can be estimated (G-study). On the basis of these estimates and the ratio of the persons' variance and the (unwanted) variance due to the measurement procedure, the reliability or the so-called coefficient of generalizability (Eq 2 d ) can be estimated. In cases where we are only concerned about the ranking of writers (relative decisions), only the interactions between person and facets of the measurement contribute to the error variance, as is shown in (3):
prt;e n r n t ;
prt;e are the variances as described above, and n r , n t the number of raters and tasks respectively. Equation (3) shows that the more observations within a facet (i.e., number of tasks or raters), the smaller the error variance. This allows the researcher to evaluate the effects of including a larger or smaller number of raters or tasks in the assessment procedure (D(ecision)-study).
In G-theory a distinction is made between relative and absolute scores, i.e., whether the absolute value of the scores can be or needs to be interpreted, as in criterion-referenced testing, or whether only the ranking of the test-takers is involved, as in norm-referenced testing (compare Bachman et al., 1995; Lynch and McNamara, 1998) . By including the variance components that are not an interaction with person (i.e., the main and interaction effects of the measurement facets) in the relative error variance term (r 2 d ), the absolute error variance term (r 2 D ) for the absolute interpretation of scores can be obtained. In this study, we confine ourselves to relative decisions, because the scales of our measures are arbitrary and quite different in some cases, as will become clear in the next section.
Another relevant distinction, in addition to relative and absolute error, is that of fixed and random facets. Usually we are dealing with random facets, that is, we consider our observations within a facet to be a random sample of the possible observations within that facet. For example, when we consider the raters involved in a particular rating task to be a random sample of possible raters, then Rater is a random facet. On the other hand, when the observations within a facet cover the levels we want to generalize across, then we are dealing with a fixed facet.
For example, when the scores concern three established text types or genres À narrative, expository and argumentative (which then are not a random sample of text types) À then we should consider text type a fixed factor (compare Shavelson and Webb, 1991) . In the latter case, variance components should be estimated slightly differently.
Variance components for G-studies in performance-based testing are usually derived from analyses of variance in general purpose software such as SPSS or by specially developed programs, such as Brennan's GENOVA. However, the estimation can become very complicated when designs are not balanced or not fully-crossed. Marcoulides (1990; 2000) has shown that with structural equation modeling (SEM) these same variance components can quite easily be estimated (for an introduction to SEM, see, among others, Kunnan, 1998; Raykov and Marcoulides, 2000) . SEM can handle all kinds of different crossed and nested designs and can estimate variance components according to different functions, such as maximum likelihood or unweighted least squares. Appendix 1 illustrates that data from a nested design (i.e., different raters rating different subsets of items) can quite easily be analysed with SEM. The data have been taken from an example in Brennan (1992: 38, Table 3 .3.3: items nested within raters: pÂ(i:r)) and have been analysed in LISREL 8.30 (Jö reskog & Sö rbom, 1996) .
As mentioned above, we will study the effect of raters and writing tasks on the generalizability of writing scores within the context of G-theory and by means of SEM. In particular, we examine how rater and task effects may depend on the traits that are rated (i.e., Content and Organization or Language Use) and on the way the rating takes place (i.e., holistically or analytically).
II Method

Participants
The data for the present study were collected within the context of a larger research project on the validity of different kinds of (experimental) writing tasks and scoring procedures (Schoonen, 1991; 1993) . Our participants formed a subgroup within the larger project. This subgroup completed four writing assignments.
The participants were 11À12 year-old students from grade 6, which is the final year of primary education. The 89 students in this group were randomly selected from a larger group of 442 students from 22 schools in the Netherlands.
Tasks
The writing tasks were originally developed for a national assessment of language education. The assignments consisted of a description of a fully specified communicative situation, in which the motive for writing, the goal to be achieved and the intended reader were provided. Students were also provided with simple stimulus materials for the content of the text, e.g., a newspaper article, a drawing or a picture. The four tasks are listed in Table 1 . The communicative act the writer had to perform was, to some extent, similar in maze and route. In both tasks, the students had to describe how to proceed from a certain starting point to a certain goal. Even farm contained some elements of a route description, as students were required to explain the layout of the farmhouse (e.g., 'First, you enter the kitchen, then turn right to enter the dining room', etc.).
Scoring of the traits
All texts were scored for two traits: Content and Organization, and Language Use. Each aspect was scored twice, once holistically using essay scales as a reference and once analytically using strict scoring guides. Content and Organization refers to the propositional content of the text, as well as the ordering and coherence of the propositions and their illocution; Language Use refers to the lexical choices, morphosyntax and the linguistic clarity and efficiency of the text. Spelling and punctuation were not included in Language Use.
For holistic rating, raters had essay scales of five scored benchmark essays at their disposal. These scores had been estimated in a preliminary investigation (based on essays from other students) using scaling techniques based on ratio estimation (compare Blok, 1986) . The scale can be considered to be an interval scale. The five benchmark essays mark the scale mean and about one and two standard deviations below and above average. For each task and trait separate scales were developed. To score an essay, the rater had to compare it with the benchmark essays in order to locate the essay on the scale and to rate it accordingly. Scores could be any value within or outside the range of the benchmark essays. This procedure combined the advantages of different scoring procedures.
Although it is still impressionistic or holistic and requires little time, the benchmarks should provide some support with respect to the range and average quality level of the essays, and they should help avoid shifts in the standards of a rater and other threats to the reliability and validity of the scoring. At the same time, within the limits of the 'standards' set by the essay scale, raters can weight different aspects of Content and Organization or Language Use according to their own preferences, and can include overall impressions that might not be captured by detailed scoring guides.
For analytic rating we used scoring guides that consisted of strict rules for scoring the presence or absence of certain relevant 'propositions' (Content and Organization) or the scoring of language errors (Language Use). The analytic rating was included in the study because it was thought that analytic rating following scoring guides could 'simplify and objectify' the rating of essays, and that it therefore might lead to more reliable writing scores than more holistic rating procedures (Hogan and Mishler, 1982; Charney, 1984; Schoonen et al., 1997) .
Each scoring task À that is, the scoring of a certain task for a certain trait according to a certain scoring procedure À was performed by five raters. The five raters formed a panel. Different scoring tasks were carried out in separate sessions. Raters were randomly selected from a large pool of raters. The total pool of raters consisted of six panels of five raters. All raters had educational and=or professional backgrounds in applied linguistics and=or teacher education. Most of the raters also had professional experience as primary school teachers.
For practical reasons (and the design of the larger study) each panel performed between two and four scoring tasks. Thus, raters are nested within writing tasks. By way of illustration, Table 2 shows the design for the holistic rating of Content and Organization. For the other three scoring tasks À that is, analytic rating of Content and Organization and both holistic and analytic rating of Language Use À a different combination of raters was used. No panel performed the same scoring task twice. Because of the nesting of raters within tasks, the estimation of rater effects is contaminated by the task-by-rater interaction (and the residual). Therefore, our estimation and interpretation of rater effects is restricted.
Data analysis
We have 80 scores for writing ability for each student: 4 tasks Â2 traits Â2 scoring procedures Â5 raters. Each score can be considered to be an operationalization of writing ability that can be described using these four facets.
However, it is unsettled whether the two traits=aspects Content and Organization and Language Use should be considered samples from the same universe of admissible scores (compare Shavelson & Webb, 1991; Brennan, 1992) . We have kept these two traits separate in the analyses, because we feel that the rating of different aspects may provide us À or maybe should provide us À with different information; otherwise it is of little use to score two traits. In this respect we have chosen a slightly different approach than, for example, Brown & Bailey (1984) and Lynch and McNamara (1998) . Rater: r1 r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 r10 r11 r12 r13 r14 r15 r16 r17 r18 r19 r20 Subjects# If several traits are included in one analysis, one may still question whether these traits are a random factor. One could argue that there are a limited number of discernible aspects that can be rated, which would imply that trait is a fixed facet, contrary to what Brown and Bailey (1984) and McNamara (1998) did (compare Shavelson & Webb, 1991; Brennan, 1992) . Another approach would be to perform a multivariate generalizability study (compare Lee et al., 2002) , which is beyond the scope of this study.
The two scoring procedures use quite different scales. The mean of the essay scale is arbitrarily fixed at 100 and the standard deviation is 15. Most of the scores fall within the range of 70 to 130. In contrast, analytic rating according to the scoring guides involves counts of propositions (Content and Organization) and 'language errors' (Language Use). The scores are low numbers with means of about 3 to 4 (Content and Organization) and 4 to 8 (Language Use) and corresponding standard deviations of 1.12 to 1.42 and 2.23 to 3.24, respectively (see Table 3 ). Because of these large differences in scales between the two scoring procedures, we deal with the scoring procedures in separate analyses. We will compare the traits and scoring procedures in terms of standardized generalizability coefficients they produce.
In order to estimate the generalizability of the different kinds of writing scores for the two different traits and the effects of task and rater (within task), we computed variance components using SEM (Marcoulides, 1996; 2000) . We opted for the ULS estimation procedure, which is equivalent to the ANOVA approach. ANOVA provides the researcher with the average effects of a facet in the design, assuming that the effect is homogeneous across the levels of the facet. However, SEM provides the researcher with estimates for individual levels of a facet (for example, each task of the task facet; see also Appendix 1).
The writing assignments and scoring procedures were intended to be used in norm-referenced testing. Therefore, this study focuses on relative errors, that is, interactions between the 'objects of measurement' (i.e., person) and the facets of the writing assessment. Relative errors only affect the ranking of persons.
III Results
Descriptive statistics
In Table 3 we report the mean scores for the 89 participants for the 16 'conditions', i.e., four tasks by two scoring procedures by two traits. The scores are averaged across raters. As was intended, the mean panel scores for the holistic rating vary closely around 100 (range 93.47 to 111.61) and standard deviations around 15 (range from 11.50 to 16.92) (see Table 3 ). Means and standard deviations of panels' analytic scores for Content and Organization for the four tasks are all in the same range as each other, although the maximum scores are slightly different. The mean panel score of analytically rated Language Use in route is somewhat higher than the means of the other tasks. Apparently, the route task is more error prone than the other three tasks. Tables 4 and 5 show the variance components as estimated by SEM for the rating of Content and Organization and of Language Use Notes: Ã Maximum scores (i.e., the number of propositions to be scored) vary slightly across tasks: fur 8, farm 6, maze 6 and route 5; yThe error counts for Language Use are standardized to number of errors per 100 words. respectively. The scores for Content and Organization show a large percentage of task by person variance compared to the person variance. The residual variance, which also includes person by rater variance and person by rater by task variance, is 'relatively' small. This pattern is more clearly perceptible for the analytic scoring than for the holistic scoring. It is likely that in holistic rating raters include or weight more general impressions or features that are less task-dependent than in rating or counting the content and organizational elements as is required in the analytic rating. The relatively large variance component for task by person implies that the ranking of the students is very much dependent on the writing task. In general, the person variance is far smaller than one would hope for; effects other than the writer's abilities exert a large influence on the writing score.
Variance components
The results for the rating of Language Use are slightly more satisfying, because the person variance component is relatively larger than was the case in the rating of Content and Organization (compare Table 5 with Table 4 ). The person by task interaction is relatively low and, again, this shows more clearly in the holistic rating than in the analytic rating. In the latter procedure there still is a fair amount of person by task interaction. This implies that the scoring=counting of language errors is still influenced by the task. The residual component including person by rater and person by rater by task effects is relatively large.
Given these estimates of variance components, we can compute the reliability or generalizability of a single score, i.e., for example, the holistic rating of Content and Organization, or the analytic rating of Language Use, based on a single writing task rated by a single rater. In Table 6 we report on the coefficients of generalizability for relative decisions Eq 2 d which are computed according to formula (3). These coefficients can be interpreted as the expected correlation with another measurement within the universe, i.e., a randomly selected task rated by a randomly selected rater following the same scoring procedure (cf. Brennan, 1992) . These low figures explain the low correlations between writing scores often found in writing research (see Introduction).
To decide how many writing tasks and=or raters are needed to reach a reliable relative decision, the generalizability can be computed for different combinations of writing tasks and raters. Appendix 2 lists the generalizability coefficients for all combinations of 1 to 10 writing tasks and 1 to 10 raters. These results are summarized in Figure 1 .
The graphs clearly show that it is easier to achieve the conventionally desired generalizability of 0.80 in rating Language Use (Figures 1a and 1b) than in rating Content and Organization (Figures 1c and 1d) , and this is easier to achieve in holistic rating (Figures 1a, 1c ) than in analytic rating (Figures 1b and 1d) . The hardest situation seems to be analytic rating of Content and Organization. Even 10 raters rating 10 tasks does not seem to be enough to reach the desired 0.80 (Eq 2 ¼ 0.787). This same desired level of generalizability can be attained with three tasks rated by five raters (Eq 2 ¼ 0.806) or with four tasks rated by three raters (Eq 2 ¼ 0.824) when Language Use is holistically rated. In the original study with four tasks and five raters, a generalizability of 0.80 was attained in just one case, i.e., the holistic rating of language use (0.847); in two other cases the generalizability was near-satisfactory: the holistic rating of Content and Organization (0.732) and the analytic rating of Language Use (0.744). The analytic ratings of Content and Organization were far less generalizable (0.585).
The graphs also show that beyond the number of two or three raters little can be gained by hiring more raters. However, adding more writing tasks to a writing assessment will improve the generalizability of the scores substantially, even beyond the number of five or six, especially when Content and Organization is rated.
IV Discussion
The results show that the writing scores are substantially affected by facets of the writing assessment other than the writer's writing proficiency. The facets that featured in our study À task and rater (nested within task) À exert a large influence on the score variance. However, these effects are in themselves dependent on the facets trait and scoring procedure. Analytic scores collected with scoring guides are less generalizable than holistic scores collected with essay scales. Scores about Language Use appear to be more generalizable than scores about Content and Organization. These findings show that in considering the generalizability of scores across task and raters, we should also take into account the scoring procedure and the trait to be rated. This brings us to the heart of the complexity of performance assessment. Writing tasks elicit certain language behavior that is directed and constrained by the language abilities of the writer. The focus of the scoring procedures determines which features of the language behavior should prevail in the scores. Therefore we should not only look at the tasks we assign, but also at the constructs we assess by our writing assessment as a whole. For 'some reflections' on task-centered vs. ability-or construct-centered approaches to language assessment, see Bachman, 2002 . Our study is limited in the sense that we only studied two scoring procedures and two traits. Other scoring procedures and traits could be thought of that might be worthwhile investigating. An improvement on the scoring guides could be the use of short Likert-like scales for the scoring of required elements in the text. For example, 'How well is element X included in the text?' with a five-point scale for the rater ranging from '1. Not included' to '5. Adequately included'. This kind of scoring might make the analytic scoring less rigid and it gives raters more opportunities to weight their judgments and to do more justice to the writers' abilities.
With respect to the traits, we used two broad, complementary traits À Content and Organization and Language Use À but it might well be that more focused traits such as Spelling or Grammar lead to more generalizable scores. However, one might question whether these are the most relevant and typical aspects of writing. More important traits such as lexical choice, illocutionary force or readability may still be very dependent on writing task and rater. However, decisions on which features of the texts are to be scored should be determined by the construct(s) one wants to assess and not just by psychometric considerations.
Our analyses replicate findings of earlier studies on writing and other performance assessments, which found that the specific assignment introduces a fair amount of variance in scores (Godshalk et al., 1966; Van den Bergh et al., 1988; Shavelson et al., 1993; Barrett, 1994; Brennan et al., 1995; Moon et al., 1996; Lee et al., 2002) . In these studies, some possible explanations have been offered concerning these task effects. One explanation offered is that discourse mode or text type influences the writing performance. For example, Purves (1992) found in an international comparative study in written composition that so-called functional writing appeared to be somewhat different from other writing, i.e., exposition. In the present study, the students had to write a persuasive text, a descriptive text and two instructional texts. Although it is a weak test of the 'hypothesis', we have no indication from our data that the two instructional texts are more alike than the other texts. As a matter of fact, were this hypothesis of 'discourse mode' effects correct, then the 'task-specific' variance in this study should be considered true person variance (instead of error variance) in the ability to write in a certain discourse mode (the ability to persuade, describe, narrate or instruct) (compare Purves, 1992 ; see also the introduction above).
Another suggested explanation of task specific variance relates to the degree (or lack) of specification of the rhetorical context in the writing assignment (Brossell, 1983; Huot, 1990) . This especially refers to assignments that are underspecified, where the students have to decide for themselves what to write about, to whom and for what reason. These underspecified tasks elicit a lot more than writing abilities only. However, in our case this explanation can hardly be valid. Insofar as rhetorical specifications of tasks can be compared, the specifications of the four tasks can be considered equally specific: in all four cases, the goal=aim of the text was explicitly stated, as was the intended audience. Furthermore, the necessary information was given for all four tasks. Therefore, confusion about how to interpret the assignments seems, in our case, to be very unlikely. Thus, notwithstanding the importance of rhetorical specifications in writing assignments (Brossell, 1983; Read, 1990) , this cannot be the sole explanation of task specific variance in this study.
It seems more likely that the task specific variance is induced by the content or topic of the text, and is caused by differences in the amount of topic knowledge, and the degree of interest in or familiarity with the topic and the rhetorical context (McCutchen, 1986; Kellog, 1987; Benton et al., 1995) . Langer (1984) demonstrated that knowledge cannot be considered unidimensional (see also De Jong & Ferguson-Hessler, 1996) . She found that the amount of knowledge needs to be distinguished from the degree of mental organization of knowledge, the latter being more helpful in writing argumentative texts and the former in writing expository texts. Overcoming the effect of topic knowledge could be achieved by providing all writers with sufficient information and by also providing them with the same amount of information for the writing task (as was intended in our study), or possibly by structuring the writing task so that content generation by the writer is unnecessary, of minor importance or very focused. Extreme examples of such tasks are interlinear revision tasks or multiple choice writing tests. On the one hand, these kinds of tasks may be far less sensitive to sources of 'irrelevant variance', but on the other hand, they 'under-represent' the construct of writing ability. It has been shown that more restrictive writing tasks are less valid in the sense that they appeal to fewer writing skills than more common or authentic writing tasks 4 (Ackerman & Smith, 1988; Schoonen, 1991; 1993) .
In order to arrive at a more conclusive interpretation of both task-specific variance and writing ability scores in general, studies 4 The validity of multiple choice tests also depends on the trait or aspect of writing ability one wants to measure. In a factor-analytic approach we showed that of a multiple choice test for Content and Organization over 20% of the score variance could be attributed to a general Writing factor, whereas this percentage for different writing tasks, rated holistically for Content and Organization, ranged from 23% to 47%, and rated analytically: from 10% to 43%. However, of a multiplechoice test for Language Use, 55% could be interpreted as general writing ability, which was in the same range as the ratings (holistic rating: 46% to 72%, analytic: 24% to 41%) (Schoonen, 1991b) .
with a more experimental design should be conducted, instead of the correlational studies that are generally performed (including this one). Students should be invited to write several texts within one communicative context, and every task should be performed at least twice, on different occasions. The tasks should be carefully designed with single facets being changed in each successive task. It should then be investigated how these changes affect the constructs that are being assessed. This might provide us with some insights into the interaction between tasks and constructs (compare Bachman, 2002) .
In our study we do not have separate estimates of rater effects; raters were nested within task, and therefore rater effects are contaminated with rater Â task interactions (and in our case included in one residual term). Despite these limitations in interpretation, we still can see that the rater (þrater Â task and residual) effect for Content and Organization is smaller than the task effect, while the task effect is smaller than the rater effect for Language Use. This result is in line with results reported by Schoonen et al. (1997) . Those results showed that in rating Content and Organization, lay and expert raters differ far less from each other than in rating Language Use. Therefore, once again, it seems that an effect of a facet of the writing assessment procedure, the rater, is mediated by the trait that is to be rated. The process of rating text qualities is quite complex and is not easily guided by general scoring instructions, as Lumley (2002) showed. Raters rely on a 'multitude of influences' when making their judgments. We are just at the start of exploring the influence scoring guides, expertise and knowledge of raters have on the rating process. See also Cumming et al. (2002) for a qualitative study of decision-making by raters while rating compositions. It showed that rating behavior was influenced by earlier experience and also by experience as ESL=EFL or English first language (L1) teacher.
When we consider the generalizability of our findings, we should bear a few limitations of this study in mind. We have already pointed out that the design was not fully crossed, that is that raters were nested within task. Consequently, we do not have very precise estimates of the rater effects, as these were contaminated by the higher order interactions with task. The task effects were not contaminated and turned out to be considerable. As this study was not an experimental study manipulating specific task characteristics, we still must be cautious about the exact interpretation of the task effects.
The participants in this study were young L1 writers. Both their age and their L1 status might affect the external validity, i.e., the generalizability of the outcomes of this study. Our writers were still at a relatively early stage of their writing development, which might cause specific problems. Their writing ability might be less stable and might fluctuate more from occasion to occasion than it does in older writers. Text length is related to age: primary school students write relatively short texts, which might contribute to the limited generalizability of the scores. However, Van den Bergh et al. (1988) analysed data from three assessment studies, one at primary level and two at secondary level, and found large task effects in all three datasets. Although the traits scored in the three studies were not completely identical, it appeared that there were no large differences in the size of the task effects between the two educational levels.
With respect to the students' L1 status, it should be emphasized that L1 writing scores may on the whole be less generalizable than second language (L2) or foreign language (FL) writing scores. One reason could be that groups of L2 or FL writers are more heterogeneous, and thus the person variance will be larger for L2=FL writers than for L1 writers. Furthermore, L2=FL writing has its own specific L2=FL characteristics, which might be more conspicuous for raters and more consistent across tasks. See Cumming (1990) for L2 rating, Cumming et al. (2002) for comparison between L1 and EFL=ESL raters, and Cumming (1997) and Hamp-Lyons (1990; for more general discussion of L2 writing assessment. It is our experience that the EFL texts of secondary school students are rated more reliably than Dutch L1 texts written by the same students (Schoonen et al., 2002) , but still our findings are quite similar to those of a recent study with ESL writers (Lee et al., 2002) .
Low generalizability of writing scores may have consequences for writing research and writing assessment in educational situations. In correlational studies, the strength of the relationship between writing proficiency and related constructs or constituent variables À such as vocabulary, grammatical or metacognitive knowledge À will be attenuated and underestimated. Consequently, relevant predictors of writing proficiency might be unjustly ignored. The use of multiple writing assignments and multiple raters seems almost a conditio sine qua non. As this study has shown for the assessment of L1 writing proficiency of 11À12-year-old primary school students, the exact number of assignments and raters required depends a lot on the scoring procedures (see Appendix 2).
Within the school context, it may in practice prove very difficult to assess writing ability reliably. Usually, just one rater, the teacher, is in charge of the rating, and it is not unusual that just one assignment is used. In spite of the fact that in most cases one rater is involved, developments such as portfolio assessment À in which a collection of papers and assignments are rated À may have the potential to improve the quality of school writing assessment, as more seems to be gained by multiple tasks than by multiple ratings.
V Conclusions
In conclusion, in every assessment the generalizability of scores should be established anew. Differences between scoring procedures, raters, text characteristics scored and assignments will affect the generalizability of the scores (this study), as most likely will differences between populations of writers and language status (L1 or FL). To return to our secondary objective, it turns out that SEM is a valuable tool to estimate this generalizability. differ in their contribution to the residual variance component (r 2 pi,pri,e ). The Rater 3's estimate of À.12 is theoretically impossible as a variance estimate. Using other estimation procedures avoids negative variance estimates (Marcoulides, 1990 
